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ABSTRACT In navigation of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), the estimation of position is an
important issue, especially, when the sensors such as gyroscopes contain a lot of noise, and the velocity
information of Doppler velocity log (DVL) is affected by the motion attitude of the vehicle. In this paper,
based on an improved auto regressive (AR) model, a real-time filter is utilized for gyroscope signal de-
noising. Meanwhile, according to the characteristics of the AUV, the influence of the vehicle attitude on
the DVL velocity measurement error is analyzed and a motion attitude assist (MAA) method based on error
model is introduced for enhancing DVL velocity accuracy. In this paper, using the proposed hybrid approach,
an inertial navigation system (INS)/DVL integrated navigation system is designed. The proposed approach
is evaluated by simulation and experimental test in different acceleration bound, and the existence of the
DVL outage for an AUV. The results indicate that the precisions of the velocity and position are improved
effectively, especially in complex motion attitude and long sailing conditions.

INDEX TERMS Autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV), auto regressive (AR) model, motion attitude assist
(MAA), INS/DVL integrated navigation.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs)
have played an important role in military missions such as
the ocean exploration. As one of the key technologies for
AUV to explore the ocean, navigation is the premise and
foundation of all underwater works, which deeply affects the
effectiveness and quality of underwater mission execution
[1]. With the development of economy, society and military,
AUV is getting more and more attention in the direction of
long range, high speed, large depth and intelligence. On the
one hand, in order to adapt to the corresponding combat mis-
sions, the navigation system of AUV must have navigation
capabilities of high-precision and long-range. Meanwhile,
there are also high requirements in terms of size, power
consumption andworking time. On the other hand, the precise
control of AUV heavily relies on the performance of the
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navigation system. Therefore, high-precision attitude, speed
and position information must be provided by the AUV
navigation system to meet the requirements of underwa-
ter operations. In addition, since the AUV cannot obtain
satellite navigation signals under water, its navigation per-
formance is further limited compared to the surface vehi-
cle [2]. At present, navigation and positioning technology
have become the key to the widespread application of AUV.

Inertial Navigation System (INS) has become themainway
to realize the navigation of autonomous underwater vehicles
by its autonomy and concealment characteristics [3]. INS
is an autonomous system, which includes three accelerom-
eters and three gyroscopes measuring respectively the lin-
ear acceleration and angular rate of the motion of vehicles.
The navigation frame is established according to the output
of the gyroscopes. Meanwhile, the velocity and position of
the vehicle are calculated according to the output of the
accelerometers. The inertial navigation system can provide
all-round navigation information such as attitude, speed and
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position, which has the advantage that other navigation meth-
ods do not have. In the navigation system of AUV, the INS
has always been the preferred method adopted by various
countries, which is the leading navigation system in a variety
of navigation fusion systems.

The existing underwater navigation methods are mainly
divided into three categories: dead reckoning and inertial nav-
igation, acoustic navigation and geophysical navigation [4].
These different navigation methods can be used individ-
ually or in combination to improve navigation accuracy.
In underwater integrated navigation, other sensors, such as
Long Baseline (LBL), Ultra Short Baseline (USBL), Doppler
Velocity Log (DVL), and Global Navigation Satellite Sys-
tem (GNSS), are usually assisted on the basis of INS. Mean-
while, LBL, in which a vehicle triangulates its position from
acoustic ranges within a network of surveyed transponders,
and USBL, in which a sonar array is employed to deter-
mine the range and bearing to the vehicle, both need priori
deployments [5]. However, it is impossible to pre-deploy
transponders in most unknown underwater environments.
Therefore, based on the INS and assisted by the DVL equip-
ment, it becomes a common method for the AUV navigation
system. This technology has been rapidly developed in recent
years since it was successfully applied at the MARIDAN
AUV in Denmark at the beginning of this century.

In terms of the INS/DVL integrated navigation fusion algo-
rithm, Reference [6] presents an approach for aiding the INS
of an underwater vehicle using velocity measurements pro-
vided by an experimentally validated kinetic vehicle model.
It is claimed in [7] that the localization of an AUV is per-
formed using two different forms of Kalman filter (KF):
extended Kalman filter (EKF) and unscented Kalman fil-
ter (UKF), meanwhile, their estimates are compared. In addi-
tion, a method based on INS/DVL is proposed. A 15-state
INS error model and corresponding measurement model of
aiding devices are derived for the KF, which can be seen in the
existing Reference [8]. Reference [9] focuses on the problem
of predicting the observable and unobservable error states
of AUV navigation system for several maneuvering types,
particularly for an INS assisted by a DVL and a pressure
sensor (PS). An asynchronous adaptive direct Kalman filter
algorithm is introduced in [10] to improve underwater naviga-
tion system performance. According to Reference [11], a sim-
plified algorithm is proposed for reducing the computational
load of the conventional underwater integrated navigation
system, which based on a three-dimensional accelerome-
ter, a three-dimensional gyroscope, and a three-dimensional
Doppler velocity log. Liu et al. [12] employ a Kalman filter
for cross-noise and the forming mechanism of cross-noise in
INS/DVL is studied in detail. The proposed algorithm in [13]
is based on zero velocity update (ZUPT) and interactive
multiple model (IMM) while DVL outage. In Reference [14]
a Square-Root unscented information filter is suggested and
applied in SINS/DVL Integrated Navigation.

In terms of fault tolerance algorithm for the INS/DVL
integrated navigation, Reference [15] proposes a DVL-based

vehicle velocity solution using the measured partial raw
data of the DVL and additional information, thereby deriv-
ing an extended loosely coupled approach. Liu et al. [16]
suggest a fast gradual fault detection method based on
the improved residual χ2 detection algorithm for under-
water integrated navigation systems. In Reference [17] a
fault-tolerant adaptive Kalman filter (FTAKF) algorithm is
designed for INS composed of an INS, a DVL, and a
magnetic compass (MCP). The evolutionary artificial neu-
ral networks (EANN) is used in self-learning and train-
ing of the intelligent data fusion algorithm. According to
Reference [18], an adaptive robust Kalman filter (ARKF)
based on hybrid-correction grid INS/DVL integrated nav-
igation algorithm is proposed with the unified reference
ellipsoid Earth model to improve the navigation accu-
racy in middle-high latitude regions for marine appli-
cations. A hybrid approach is presented to forecast the
measurements of the DVL while it malfunctions in [19],
which employs partial least squares regression (PLSR)
coupled with support vector regression (SVR) to build a
hybrid predictor. An INS/DVL/PS tightly coupled underwa-
ter navigation method with Limited DVL Measurements is
introduced in [20].

Although the above research have improved the accuracy
of INS/DVL integrated navigation, the following problems
are still exist:

1. Most of the algorithms are based on the data acquired
by the gyroscope, but not considering that noises of the
gyroscope are the main reasons for accumulations of errors
in the INS.

2. In the integrated system, the velocity of DVL is projected
from the vehicle frame to the navigation frame by only using
the course information (such as roll and pitch) provided by
INS or attitude reference system and ignoring the vehicle’s
attitude dynamics.

In response to the above problems, a hybrid approach is
proposed based on an improved auto regressive (AR) model
and motion attitude assist (MAA) for INS/DVL integrated
navigation system. On the one hand, an AR online mod-
eling method based on gyro signals is designed, and the
improved recursive least squares algorithm is introduced to
realize parameter identification. This method can effectively
de-nosing gyro signals and reduce random drift error. On the
other hand, the influence mechanism of the AUVmotion atti-
tude on the DVL velocity measurement is analyzed. In addi-
tion, a DVL velocity measurement method based on motion
attitude assist is proposed.

The rest of this paper are organized as follows: The
INS/DVL integrated navigation system and the proposed
hybrid approach are described in Section 2. Section 3 intro-
duces the improved AR model for gyro random drift
error. Motion attitude assisted DVL solution is intro-
duced in Section 4. In Section 5, the results are given
for simulation and vehicle tests to verify the pro-
posed hybrid approach. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in section 6.
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II. INS/DVL INTEGRATED NAVIGATION SYSTEM
A. SYSTEM STRUCTURE AND MODEL
The INS has the complete autonomous navigation capabil-
ities to meet the hidden requirements of underwater vehi-
cles. However, the pure use of INS has inherent draw-
backs that navigation errors accumulate over time. Therefore,
the integrated navigation system based on INS has become
a development trend. The high-precision velocity informa-
tion is provided by DVL to suppress the accumulation of
INS errors in INS/DVL integrated navigation systems. It has
the characteristics of good autonomy and high positioning
accuracy.

In the INS/DVL integrated navigation system, the velocity
obtained by the INS solution is in the navigation frame. How-
ever the velocity measured by the DVL is in the body frame.
Therefore, after the attitude transitionmatrixCn

b solved by the
INS is used to convert the measured velocity of the DVL to
the navigation frame. The differences between the velocity of
the INS solution and the velocity of the DVL in the navigation
frame are used as the observation of the Kalman filter. Finally,
the Kalman filter is used to estimate the error state quantities
such as attitude, velocity and position for closed-loop cor-
rection. The schematic diagram of the INS/DVL integrated
navigation system is shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. INS/DVL integrated navigation system.

Taking the Right-Front-Up (RFU) frame as body frame,
and the East-North-Up (ENU) geographic coordinates as
navigation frame. The error state vector of the INS/DVL
integrated navigation system can be set as [12]:

Xk = [φE φN φU δvE δvN δvU δL δλ δh

εx εy εz ∇x ∇y ∇z] (1)

where φE , φN , φU represent misalignment angles of the cal-
culated platform in n frame, δvE , δvN , δvU represent veloc-
ity errors, δL, δλ, δh represent the latitude, longitude and
height errors, respectively, εx , εy, εz represent gyroscope
biases in three directions of the frame b, ∇x ,∇y,∇z represent
accelerometer biases in b frame.

The system model for the Kalman filter can be described
as follows: {

Xk = 8k,k−1Xk−1 +W k

Zk = HkXk + V k
(2)

where Xk−1 is the state vector of the integrated naviga-
tion system at time tk−1, and Xk is the state vector at
time tk , Zk is the measurement vector, 8k,k−1 is the system
dynamic model from time tk−1 to tk ,Hk is the measurement
transfer matrix, W k ∼ N (0,Qk ) is the process noise, and
V k ∼ N (0,Rk ) is the measurement noise, Qk and Rk are
the variance matrix of the process noise and the measure-
ment noise respectively. For the sake of research, the noise
caused by the underwater environment is assumed to be white
noise.

The integration of the DVL and the INS is processed
in the Kalman filter, and the measurement vector can be
constructed as:

Zk =
[
vnINSE − v

n
DVLE vnINSN − v

n
DVLN vnINSU − v

n
DVLU

]T (3)

where the superscript n denotes the navigation frame.
As mentioned, the DVL provides the velocity measurements
in the body frame and hence the measurement values could
not be used as the measurement for alignment directly,
vnDVL = [ vnDVLE vnDVLN vnDVLU ] is the projected velocity of
the DVL measurements in the navigation frame, which can
be calculated as follows:{

vnDVL = Cn
bv
b
DVL

Cn
b = C̃

n
b · [φ×]

(4)

where the DVL velocity measurements in the body frame is
vbDVL ,C

n
b is the direction cosinematrix of transformation from

the body frame b to the navigation frame n, from which the
attitude of the vehicle can be extracted. C̃

n
b represent direc-

tion cosine matrix calculated by measurement information. φ
represent attitude error angles. According to the relationship
between the measurement vector and the error state vector,
the measurement matrix of the Kalman filter can be derived
as follows:

Hk =
[
03×3 I3×3 03×9

]
(5)

where I3×3 is an 3× 3 identity matrix, 0m×n is a zero matrix
with m rows and n columns.

B. PROPOSED HYBRID APPROACH
Some DVLs can measure roll and pitch angles and correct
the resulting error. However, the attitude accuracy is not
better than the attitude provide by INS. And there is no
public information showing which method is used for com-
pensation. According to the above analysis, the accuracy of
INS/DVL integrated navigation is affected by two aspects
without considering the data fusion algorithm: the noise of
the gyroscope and accelerometer, and the DVL velocity error.
Since the velocity obtained by the DVLmeasurement is in the
body frame, and the direction cosine matrix Cn

b needs to be
passed to obtain the final velocity in the navigation frame.
Therefore, the velocity accuracy of DVL is affected by its
own measurement accuracy and direction cosine matrix Cn

b,
and Cn

b is obtained by INS calculation through gyro signal.
In summary, the accuracy of the gyro signal in the INS/DVL
integrated navigation system affects the accuracy of the INS
and DVL outputs. At the same time, the velocity error of DVL
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in the body frame also has a great influence on the accuracy
of the integrated navigation system. Therefore, to improve
the accuracy of integrated navigation two aspects are intro-
duced in this paper. First, the gyro is de-noised to improve
the performance of the gyro signal. Second, a DVL error
compensation model is established to improve the accuracy
of the velocity. The entire system block diagram is shown in
Figure 2.

FIGURE 2. Diagram of the proposed hybrid approach.

It can be seen from Figure 2 that the hybrid approach
proposed in this paper is divided into three parts: the gyro
de-noising part drawn by the red line, the DVL speed mea-
surement error compensation part of the motion attitude
assisted by the purple line as well as the INS/DVL integrated
navigation drawn by the cyan line. The detail steps are as
follows:

1. The gyro signal real time de-noising method. Firstly,
an improved AR (3) model is built. Then, after power-on,
the gyro output data is collected for a period of time as the
signal input of the AR model and the parameter recognition
of the AR model is realized by the modified RLS algorithm.
Finally, the identification parameters are introduced into the
Kalman filter 1. At this time, the Kalman filter 1 can perform
filtering processing on the three-axis gyro signals in real time.

2. DVL speed measurement error compensation method
by motion attitude assisted. The DVL velocity measurement
error model is established, basing on the motion attitude. The
DVL velocity error is compensated by the attitude informa-
tion obtaining from the INS solution, and then the compen-
sated DVL velocity is converted to the navigation frame by
the attitude transition matrix.

3. INS/DVL integrated navigation information fusion pro-
cessing. According to the above two steps, the velocity under
the navigation frame obtained by the INS and DVL are used
as the measurement inputs of the Kalman filter 2. Meanwhile,
the estimated results of Kalman filter 2 are feedback into the
INS solution to correct the error.

III. IMPROVED AR MODEL FOR GYRO
RANDOM DRIFT ERROR
A. ONLINE MODELING BASED AR MODEL
The framework of the AR (n) model is [21]:

xk = ϕ1xk−1 + ϕ2xk−2 + · · · + ϕnxk−n + ak (6)

where ϕ1 ∼ ϕn represent parameters to be estimated, k repre-
sents the sequence number, ak represents white noise. On the
assumption that the collected fiber optic gyroscope (FOG)
signals z1, z2 · · · zk , zk+1 · · · are stationary and a normal
sequence, the AR model can be established by the traditional
method with a zero mean value. The observed time series can
be written after subtracting the mean value as follows:

xk−n = zk−n − z̄ (n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·) (7)

where z̄ represents the mean value. By bringing the for-
mula (7) into the formula (6), the following formula is
obtained:

zk = ϕ1zk−1 + ϕ2zk−2 + · · · + ϕnzk−n
+ (1− ϕ1 − ϕ2 − · · · − ϕn) · z̄+ ak (8)

From the above theoretical analysis, we can know that
the average value z̄ of the FOG static output data should be
constant after gyroscope stabilization after restarting. After
the model is established, ϕ1 ∼ ϕn are also constant, so we
denote:

c = (1− ϕ1 − ϕ2 − · · · − ϕn) · z̄ (9)

By writing Equation (9) into Equation (8), then, the Equa-
tion (8) can be rewritten as:

zk = ϕ1zk−1 + ϕ2zk−2 + · · · + ϕnzk−n + c+ ak (10)

The above Formula is a dynamic AR model. The recursive
least squares (RLS) algorithm and the modified recursive
least squares (MRLS) algorithm are introduced to estimate
unknown parameters ϕ1, ϕ2, · · ·ϕn, c in real time.

B. MODIFIED RLS FOR MODEL PARAMETERS ESTIMATION
The AR model parameter estimation methods fall into two
categories: the first type of method is the direct estimation
method, which directly estimates the model parameters based
on the observed data, and the most common method is the
least squares (LS) method. This method relies on experience
to select data. The sampling time is less accurate than the
model parameter estimation. The long sampling time cannot
meet the real-time requirements. The second type of method
is the recursive estimation method, which can estimate the
model parameters in real time. This section firstly introduces
the RLS method to estimate the parameters of the FOG gyro
random drift model.

Substituting the collected FOG output {zk , k = 1, 2, · · · ,
N } at the initial time into equation (10), then the linear
equations can be written as follows [22]:

zn+1 = ϕ1zn + ϕ2zn−1 + · · · + ϕnz1 + c+ an+1
zn+2 = ϕ1zn+1 + ϕ2zn + · · · + ϕnz2 + c+ an+2
· · ·

zN = ϕ1zN−1 + ϕ2zN−n + · · · + ϕnzN−n + c+ aN

(11)

The Equation (11) is expressed in matrix form as:

YN = ZN θN + aN (12)
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where, 

YN =
[
zn+1 zn+2 · · · zN

]T
1×(N−n)′

θN =
[
ϕ1 ϕ2 · · · ϕn c

]T
1×(n+1)′

aN =
[
an+1 an+2 · · · aN

]T
1×(N−n)′

,

ZN =


zn zn−1 · · · z1 1
zn+1 zn · · · z2 1
· · ·

zN−1 zN−2 · · · zN−n 1


(13)

According to the theory of multiple regression, the LS
estimation of the parameter matrix θN can be expressed as:

θN =
(
ZTNZN

)−1
ZTNYN (14)

Assuming that θN is the model parameter of the observed
sequence at the present stage and with the arrival of new data
zN+1, an updated estimation of θN can be obtained based
on sequence {zt , t = 1, 2, · · · ,N ,N + 1}. According to the
form of the above matrix, the LS estimation based on N + 1
data is as follows [21]:{

θN+1 = pN+1Z
T
N+1YN+1

pN+1 =
(
ZTN+1ZN+1

)−1 (15)

where,

ZN+1 =

[
ZN
Z(h+1)

]′
(N−n+1)×(n+1)

,

YN+1 =

[
YN
zN+1

]
(N−n+1)×1

Z(h+1) =
[
zN zN−1 · · · zN−n+1 1

]
1×(n+1)

(16)

where h is sequence number, and its range is [1,+∞].
According to the multiplication of the block matrix, the fol-
lowing expression can be described as:{

ZTN+1YN+1 = ZTNYN + Z
T
(h+1)zN+1

pN+1 = (p−1N + Z
T
(h+1)Z(h+1))

−1 (17)

The following expression can be obtained by the matrix
inversion formula:

pN+1 =

(
I + pN

ZT(h+1)Z(h+1)

1+ Z(h+1)pNZ
T
(h+1)

)
pN (18)

where I (n+1)×(n+1) represents an identity matrix.
Substituting Equations (17) and (18) into Equation (15),

the recursive estimation formula of the parameters can be
described as:

θN+1 = θN + KN+1
(
zN+1 − Z(h+1)θN

)
(19)

where,

KN+1 =
1

1+ Z(h+1)pNZ
T
(h+1)

pNZ
T
(h+1) (20)

The formula (19) shows that the new estimation
θN+1 of the AR model parameters involves amending
the original estimation θN , and the correction term is
KN+1

(
zN+1 − Z(h+1)θN

)
.

This paper proposes a modified recursive least squares
(MRLS) algorithm by introducing the fading factor λ.
Because the fading factor λ plays an important role in the
performance of the entire system, it is possible to consider
modifying λ so that it can both enhance the tracking ability
of the system and make the estimation error of the system
convergence small. Therefore, the idea of using a fading
factor is considered. The Equation (18) can be described as:

pN+1 = λ

(
I + pN

ZT(h+1)Z(h+1)

1+ Z(h+1)pNZ
T
(h+1)

)
pN (21)

When the error becomes small, λ is close to 1, which
will reduce the error of the parameter. Otherwise, when the
error becomes larger, λ becomes smaller. We set its minimum
value to λmin, which will strengthen the tracking ability of the
system. Based on the understanding of λ, this paper proposes
the following ideas: since the magnitude of the λ value can
be determined by the error, an error point can be found, such
as the error mean E [e(n)]. When it is less than this value, λ
is closer to 1 by a curve. When it is greater than this value, λ
is approximated by λmin and a curve, as shown in Figure 3.
We call it a correction function, which can be represented by
an inverse cotangent function. The function expression is as
follows:

e (n) = zN+1 − Z(h+1)θN (22)

λ =
1− λmin

π
arc cot {e (n)− E [e (n)]} + λmin (23)

FIGURE 3. Curve of correct function.

It can be seen from the correction function that the fading
factor λ is controlled by the error, which can ensure that the
error swings around E[ e(n)], and the change is slow, which
can buffer the poor tracking effect caused by the λ change too
fast. The problem, so after the iteration, plus the correction
of this correction function, the advantages of the variable
forgetting factor RLS algorithm can be maintained.

C. REAL TIME DE-NOISING ALGORITHM BASED
ON IMPROVED AR MODEL
The noise brought by the gyro can be divided into two
types from the frequency domain analysis: long-term noise
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and short-term noise. In the INS/DVL integrated navigation
system, the Kalman filter can estimate the gyro constant
drift error, thus eliminating some of the long-term noise.
On the one hand, as unmanned submersibles navigate in
complex, unknown underwater conditions, short-term noise
can be present in the presence of surrounding obstacles, water
currents, and the like. On the other hand, the INS solution can
be considered as an integration process and therefore has the
function of a low-pass filter. At this time, the short-term noise
in the INS/DVL integrated navigation system is filtered by the
low-pass filter during the INS navigation solution. The entire
schematic is shown in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4. Schematic plot of inertial signal in frequency domain.

As can be seen from the Figure 4, some of the long-term
noise (low-frequency noise) is not eliminated, which contains
constant drift noise, random drift noise and a small amount
of colored noise. Constant drift noise can be handled by
calibration compensation or carried out by the manufacturers.
So, the random drift noise is main error source for INS. Most
of the research makes a first-order Markov process for the
low-frequency correlated noise of the gyroscope, but in fact
the first-orderMarkov process cannot fully reflect the random
drift of the inertial device. Therefore, the low frequency
residual noise of the gyroscope can be further eliminated by
the AR model.

The results show that the AR (3) model can fit the FOG
random drift well in [23], so the improved AR (3) model is
used to model online. Kalman filtering is performed directly
on the FOG signal. The improved AR(3) model has a con-
stant c due to the replacement of the zero-mean signal with
the FOG measured signal. This paper also considers c as a
state variable. Therefore, the system state equation can be
expressed as:

Xk = AXk−1 + BW k (24)

where Xk =
[
zk zk−1 zk−2 c

]T
1×4 presents state

vector,W k =
[
ak 0 0 0

]T
1×4 presents process noise [24].

A=


ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1


4×4

,B=


1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


4×4
(25)

Supposing that the FOG signal isZk , then themeasurement
equation of the system can be described as:

Zk = HXk + V k (26)

where H =
[
1 0 0 0

]
1×4, and V k is measurement noise.

IV. MOTION ATTITUDE ASSISTED DVL SOLUTION
A. THE PRINCIPLE OF DVL MEASUREMENT
The DVL emits ultrasonic waves to the sea floor by an
acoustic sensor mounted on the vehicle, and measures the
body velocity based on the Doppler Effect principle.

Assuming that frequency of transmitting acoustic signals
of DVL is f0 and wave speed is c0. The horizontal velocity
of vehicle is vx , which is described in Figure 5. Defining
Doppler shift is [21], [24]:

vx =
c0fd

2f0 cosα
(27)

FIGURE 5. The principle of DVL measurement.

B. ERROR MODEL AIDED BY MOTION ATTITUDE
The vehicle motion attitude error is that Doppler acoustic
wave launch angle will change and cause velocity calculation
error when the vehicle is shaken by the action of external
water waves during operation. In the dual-beam configura-
tion, taking beam #1 and beam #3 as an example, the velocity
measurement error caused by the vehicle’s pitch change along
the vehicle axis is analyzed. The beam tilt angle denotes that
the angle between the acoustic beam emitted by the Doppler
and the horizontal plane. Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram
of the change in the beam tilt caused by the vehicle’s swing.

FIGURE 6. The change in beam tilt caused by the pitch angle.

In the process of analysis and modeling, the changes of
angular between the signal transmission and reception instant
are considered in this section. According to the principle of
DVL, the pitch angle in each of the two beam (#1 and #3)
directions at transmission instant t1 and reception instant
t2 can be respectively expressed as θ and −θ . As shown
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in Figure 6, the slope of beam #1 is calculated using an
inclination angle of α and the actual beam slope is (α − θ ).
Similarly, the actual beam tilt angle of beam #3 is (α + θ ).
According to formula (27), the Doppler shift may be found as:

fd =
2vx (cos (α − θ)+ cos (α + θ))

c0
f0 (28)

The velocity of vehicle forward is:

vx=
c0fd

2f0 (cos (α − θ)+ cos (α + θ))
=

c0fd
4f0 cosα cos θ

(29)

Form Equations (28) and (29) the relative velocity error
coursed by pitch change for vehicle is:

τ =

c0fd
4f0 cosα cos θ

−
c0fd

4f0 cosα
c0fd

4f0 cosα

=
1− cos θ
cos θ

(30)

FIGURE 7. The relationship between relative velocity error and pitch
angle.

Figure 7 shows the relationship between relative velocity
τ and pitch angle θ when θ change from -10◦ to 10◦. As the
absolute value of the pitch angle increases, the relative veloc-
ity error increases [25]–[27]. When the underwater vehicle
swings large caused by sea water fluctuates, the beam tilt
angle will constantly change, making the relative speed error
larger. This phenomenon is even more pronounced when
DVL equipment is used on ship.

Similarly, the relative velocity error will also increasewhen
the roll angle γ changes. At the same time, the influence
of the pitch and roll angle on the relative velocity error is
considered. The curve is shown in Figure 8.

According to Equation (30), we can get the DVL velocity
error compensation formula: vbDVLxvbDVLy
vbDVLz

=

1 0 0

0 1−
1− cos θ
cos θ

−
1− cos γ
cos γ

0

0 0 1

 ·
 vbDVLxvbDVLy
vbDVLz


(31)

vbDVL = [ vbDVLx v
b
DVLy v

b
DVLz ]

T (32)

where vbDVLx , v
b
DVLy, v

b
DVLz denote the DVL velocity in x, y,

and z direction in the body frame.
According to the above analysis, in the INS/DVL

integrated navigation systems, the relative velocity error

FIGURE 8. The relationship between relative velocity error and attitude
angle.

Equation (31) can be introduced into the DVL velocity infor-
mation, thereby improving the speed measurement accuracy
of the DVL during the vehicle swing.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to fully verify the excellent performance of the
proposed approach, simulation and vehicle test experiment
are designed. In the simulation, firstly, the accuracy and con-
vergence of the parameter identification by RLS algorithm
and MRLS algorithm are verified through the simulated time
series function. Secondly, the super performance of the MAA
method is verified by simulating the vehicle rocking motion
in medium sea conditions. In the vehicle test experiment,
on the one hand, the effect of the improved AR model is
verified for INS/DVL integrated navigation system. On the
other hand, the performance of the proposed approach is
verified by two scenarios (DVL data normality and DVL
outage).

A. SIMULATION
1) MRLS FOR AR MODEL PARAMETERS
First, the time series function obtained by simulation is:

zk = −1.5zk−1 + 0.7zk−2 − 0.2zk−3 + ak (33)

where zk is the tested time series, ak is white noise. From the
Equation (33), we can know that the model parameters are
ϕ1 = −1.5, ϕ2 = 0.7, ϕ3 = −0.2. The curve of simulation
test sequence zk is shown in Figure 9, where the number of
samples are 400.

Second, in order to determine the value of parameter λmin
in the proposed MRLS algorithm. Taking the parameter ϕ1 in
the time series function as the example, two curves are drawn
respectively: the relationship between the parameter identifi-
cation error and the parameter λmin, the relationship between
the number of sampling points required for convergence
and the parameter λmin. Figure 10 shows that as the value
of λmin increases, the MRLS algorithm accuracy becomes
higher and higher, however its convergence speed becomes
slower and slower. The intersection of the two curves in the
figure (between 0.7 and 0.8) indicates that the accuracy and
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FIGURE 9. Curve of simulation test sequence.

FIGURE 10. The setting strategy of parameter λmin.

convergence speed of the MRLS algorithm can have a good
effect. Therefore, in this paper set λmin = 0.75. According to
above analysis, λ can be adjusted from 1 to 0.75. According to
Equation (23), the adjustment strategy of λ can be expressed
as: the error mean E[e(n)] is used as the error point. When
the result less than this value, λ is closer to 1 according to
figure 3. When the result greater than this value, λ is closer
to 0.75.

FIGURE 11. Curve of the parameters estimation for different algorithms.

Third, two algorithms (RLS and MRLS) are designed to
estimate the model parameters of simulation time series by
Equation (42). The results are shown in Figure 11, where
the real values, RLS, and MRLS are marked by black lines,
blue lines, and red lines respectably. There are three model
parameters ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3. From the Figure we can see that the

TABLE 1. The results of two algorithms.

estimated results are closer to the real value and good stability
by MRLS algorithm.

Finally, in order to more clearly compare the performance
of the two algorithms. The following Table 1 gives a result
of estimating parameters, where we know that the absolute
differences between theMRLS results and the real values are:
0.0287, 0.0579, and 0.0496 respectively. However, the calcu-
lated results between RLS and the real values are: 0.0576,
0.1285, and 0.0691 respectively. Therefore, the MRLS algo-
rithm has a better accuracy than RLS algorithm for Parameter
Estimation.

FIGURE 12. Curve of the parameter MSE for different algorithms.

The parameters mean squared error (MSE) are analyzed in
Figure 12 to illustrate the convergence. From the figure we
know that the parameter MSE of MRLS is better than RLS,
and the MRLS has better convergence when the number of
samples is 60.
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To further illustrate the performance of the MRLS algo-
rithm, a new method is introduced for comparison, which
named Yule-Walker and proposed in Reference [28] in 2018.

TABLE 2. The results of three algorithms.

Table 2 gives the results of three algorithms, where number
of samples denote that the sample size when the parameters
are identified. It can be seen that compared with the RLS
algorithm, the Yule-Walker requires more samples to suc-
cessfully identify the parameters, however, the parameters
identification accuracy of the Yule-Walker is higher than RLS
algorithm. Compared with the MRLS algorithm, the parame-
ters identification accuracy and the number of samples of the
proposed MRLS algorithm are better than the Yule-Walker.

2) MAA FOR INS/DVL INTEGRATED NAVIGATION SYSTEM
The whole simulation time lasts for 2000s, which includes
acceleration, deceleration, uniform and turning motion. The
geographic latitude and longitude of the vehicle are set as
32.05◦ and 118.79◦ respectively. The initial velocity is 0m/s.
The initial attitudes are θ = 0◦,γ = 0◦, ψ = 0◦, and the
initial errors of the attitude are δθ = 0.01◦, δγ = 0.013◦,
δψ = 0.1◦. The installation errors between IMU and DVL
is φx = 0.002◦, φy = 0.003◦, φz = 0.08◦. To simulate the
medium sea level, the attitude angles of the vehicle are as
follow: 

θ = θm sin
(
2π
5
t + θ0

)
γ = γm sin

(
2π
7
t + γ0

)
ψ = ψm sin

(
2π
6
t + ψ0

) (34)

where θm = 4◦,γm = 5◦, and ψm = 3◦ are the amplitude
of the swaying motion, while the frequencies of the swaying
motion are 5s, 7s, and 6s respectively. The initial phase are
θ0 = 0◦,γ0 = 0◦ and ψ0 = 0◦ respectively. The IMU is
simulated, where the gyro bias is 0.02◦/h and the accelerom-
eter accuracy is 100µ g. The outputs rate of the IMU are
set as 200Hz. The scale factor of DVL is set as 1.002, and
outputs rate is 1Hz. The corresponding moving trajectory and
state are shown in Figure 13. For 0s∼25s, the vehicle moves
linearly; for 25s∼565s, the vehicle turns 270◦ at the angular
velocity 0.5◦/s; for 565s∼1235s, the vehicle enters the linear
motion; for 1235s∼1535s, the vehicle turns the angle is 180◦,
at which the angular velocity is 0.6◦/s; for 1535s∼2000s,
the vehicle moves linearly.

FIGURE 13. (a) Curve of moving trajectory and (b) curves of velocity and
attitude.

As can be seen from Figure 13(b), the curve of the pitch
angle and the roll angle is a sinusoidal curve which shows
the actual underwater vehicle motion. Since the vehicle oscil-
lates continuously throughout the process, the velocity curve
appears as a local sinusoidal fluctuation, which to some
extent conforms to the actual running state of the underwater
vehicle.

To compare the performance of proposed Kalman fil-
ter aided by motion attitude assist (KF-MAA) method,
an INS/DVL integrated navigation system based on Kalman
filter (KF) is realized in this paper. The results shown
in Figure 14, where the KF and KF-MAA are marked
by red lines and blue lines respectively. Figure 14(a) dis-
plays the curves of the north and east velocity errors.
Figure 14(b) shown the curves of the north and east position
errors for KF and KF-MAA. Compared with KF, it can be
seen that KF-MAA has smaller velocity error and position
error.

In order to intuitively compare the effects of the two meth-
ods, the horizontal position error for the KF and KF-MAA
are drawn in Figure 15, which can be seen that the position
accuracy based on KF-MAA is better than the KF. In order
to further compare the performance of the two methods,
the above error data is analyzed, and the root mean square
error (RMSE) is introduced, the results of whose results are
listed in Table 3.
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FIGURE 14. Curves of the velocity errors (a) and position errors (b) for KF
and KF-MAA.

FIGURE 15. Curves of the horizontal position errors for KF and KF-MAA.

We can see that the east and north max velocity error
for KF-MAA are 0.151m/s and 0.123m/s respectively, which
reduced by 35.7% and 46.1% than KF method for INS/DVL
integrated navigation system. From the analysis of the posi-
tion error statistics, the max error andmean error of KF-MAA
method are less than KF method such as east position,
north position and horizontal position. Taking the horizon-
tal position error as an example, the max error, mean error
and RMSE of horizontal position for KF are 93.610m,
44.865m, and 27.341m respectively. However, the max error,
mean error, and RMSE of horizontal position for KF-MAA
are 58.730m, 28.106m, and 16.863m respectively, whose

TABLE 3. Velocity errors and position errors analysis for KF and KF-MAA.

accuracy increased by 37.3%, 37.4%, and 38.3% respectively.
Therefore, the integrated navigation method aided by MAA
can reduce the velocity and position error as well as improv-
ing the accuracy effectively.

The root mean square error is the arithmetic square root of
the variance that reflects the degree of dispersion of a data
set. The smaller the root mean square error, the higher the
accuracy of the data. From table 3 we can see that the RMSE
value of east velocity and north velocity for KF-MAA are
0.084m/s and 0.058m/s respectively, which reduced by 6.7%
and 57.0% than KF method.Meanwhile, the RMSE value
of east position, north position and horizontal position for
KF-MAA are 8.675m, 26.070m and 16.862m respectively,
which reduced by 71.2%, 8.1% and 38.3% than KF method.
According to the RMSE analysis, the KF-MAA method pro-
posed in this paper has a small RMSE value compared with
KF in terms of velocity error and position error. Therefore,
the KF-MAA method has better performance in terms of
navigation accuracy.

B. TESTING IN A VEHICULAR ENVIRONMENT
Vehicle test experiment is used to simulate underwater vehi-
cle due to the limitations of the experimental conditions.
This test systems consisted of a navigation grade INS PHINS
of IXSEA Corporation, a fiber optical gyro (FOG), and a
FlexPark 6 GPS receiver of NovAtel Corporation. Mean-
while, PHINS is utilized as a reference system to provide the
accurate navigation information. PHINS is introduced in the
test not only as an inertial navigation system, the integrated
navigation system structure is shown in figure 16(c). In vehi-
cle test, PHINS is combinedwith theGPS receiver. Therefore,
PHINS works on INS/GPS combined navigation mode. From
this point of view, PHINS provides relatively accurate speed,
and due to the existence of GPS navigation information,
the speed error accumulation of PHINS is small. The vehicle
equipment and trajectory of the test are shown in Figure 16.
PHINS that provides velocity information can pretend to be a
DVL by adding noise and scale factor. We have obtained the
installation error between IMU and PHINS through the cali-
bration experiment, which is φx = 0.04o, φy = 0.03o, φz =
1.5o. In this experiment we have compensated for the instal-
lation error, and ignore other DVL errors. The instrument
specifications are listed in Table 4.
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FIGURE 16. (a) Vehicle equipment, (b) the trajectory of the test,
(c) Integrated navigation system structure.

TABLE 4. Instrument specifications.

In the vehicle experiment, due to the complicated external
environment, it is considered that the test data contains other
colored noise. The whole test lasts for 1500s. Figure 17 shows
the curves of the velocity (a) and attitude (b) in the entire
vehicle test process.

First, the gyro de-noising algorithm based on the improved
ARmodel is verified. Gyro signal is collected while the vehi-
cle is stationary, and the parameters are identified by the
proposed MRLS algorithm. Figure 18(a) and (b) show the
real-time estimation results of the parameters and constant c.

As can be seen from the Figure 18, in the absence of
disturbance, the estimated parameters tend to become stable
in about 200s, and the estimated values are as follows:

ϕ1=−0.5984, ϕ2=0.3761, ϕ3=0.2449, c = 0.00000674

(35)

Therefore, the improved AR (3) model is:

zk = −0.5984zk−1 + 0.3761zk−2 + 0.2449zk−3
+ 0.00000674+ ak (36)

FIGURE 17. Curves of the velocity (a) and attitude (b) with vehicle test.

Then, the equation Kalman filter 1 in figure 2 is:
zk
zk−1
zk−2
c

 =

−0.5984 0.3761 0.2449 1

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1



zk−1
zk−2
zk−3
c



+


1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0



ak
0
0
0

 (37)

zk =
[
1 0 0 0

] [
zk zk−1 zk−2 c

]T
+ vk (38)

According to the above process model and observation
model, the gyro signal is subjected to real-time de-nosing by
the Kalman filter 1, and the INS/DVL integrated navigation
system is performed. Figure 19(a) and (b) display velocity
errors and horizontal position errors for two methods.

It can be seen from Figure 19 that the velocity errors and
position errors of the integrated navigation are significantly
reduced after de-noising. Figure 19(a) shows that the mean
square error (MSE) of the east velocity error after noise reduc-
tion and no noise reduction are 0.01632 and, 0.01859 respec-
tively. The de-noising method based on ARmodel effectively
reduces the gyro noise and improves the INS/DVL integrated
navigation accuracy. Since the underwater carrier has long
voyage characteristics, the method works better in long-time
integrated navigation.
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FIGURE 18. Real-time estimation of the parameters (a) and constant c (b).

Based on the de-noising method, the KF and KF-MAA
are introduced in INS/DVL integrated navigation system to
evaluate the performance of KF-MAA method. Figure 20(a)
and (b) display the curves of the velocity errors and position
errors for KF and KF-MAA. Figure 21 shows the curve of the
horizontal position errors for different methods.

As can be seen in Figure 20 and 21, the velocity and
position errors of the integrated navigation are reduced after
aided by MAA, so the KF-MAA enhances the accuracy of
DVL velocity. The Figure 21 shows that the position error
based on KF is rapid divergence with time, but the position
error of INS/DVL system based onKF-MAA is slow. It can be
seen that proposed method is superior in the case of long-haul
time. Based on the above analysis, the statistical analysis of
the position errors for different methods are listed in Table 5.

TABLE 5. Position errors for different methods.

FIGURE 19. Curves of the velocity errors (a) and horizontal position
errors (b) for two methods.

On the one hand, Table 5 shows that in the 1500s vehicle
test, the max horizontal position error of the integrated nav-
igation with de-noising and without de-noising are 85.049m
and 92.241m respectively. The position accuracy is improved
by 7.79%. On the other hand, the max horizontal position
error of the proposed approach is 77.460m, which is 16.02%
higher than the traditional KF-based method.

To further evaluate the performance of the proposed
approach, the DVL outage areas are added to the vehicle
test. The trajectory of the test with DVL outages is shown
in Figure 22, where three DVL outages (60s, 90s, and
120s) are marked by red lines such as #1 (350s∼410s), #2
(750s∼840s), and #3 (1200s∼1310s).

Figure 23(a) and (b) show the curves of velocity errors
with DVL outages such as north, east and horizontal velocity.
We know that the proposed approach has the smallest hori-
zontal velocity error than other methods in DVL outage areas.

The velocity errors analysis results are listed in Table 6.
It can be seen from Table 6 that in the three time periods #1,
#2, and #3 of the DVL outage, the max horizontal velocity
errors of the integrated navigation with de-noising are 0.061
m/s, 0.098 m/s, and 0.03 m/s respectively. Comparing to
the results of without de-nosing, the accuracy are increased
by 10.29%, 14.78%, and 16.66% respectively. Mean-
while, the max horizontal velocity errors of the proposed
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FIGURE 20. Curves of the velocity errors (a) and position errors (b) for KF
and KF-MAA.

FIGURE 21. Curve of the horizontal position errors for KF and KF-MAA.

approach are 0.063m/s, 0.086m/s and 0.024m/s respec-
tively, which are 7.35%, 25.22% and 33.33% higher than
KF method.

Figure 24(a) and (b) show the curves of the north,
east and horizontal position errors with DVL outages. The
max horizontal position error of without de-noising and
with de-noising are 78.799m and 74.168m respectively.
Its positional accuracy is improved by 5.87%. Meanwhile,
the max horizontal position error of the proposed approach
is 69.192m, which is 12.19% higher than the traditional KF
method.

FIGURE 22. The trajectory of the test with DVL outages.

FIGURE 23. (a) Curves of the north and east velocity errors with DVL
outages and (b) curve of horizontal velocity errors with DVL outages.

The above results show that the proposed approach
can still maintain high navigation accuracy compared with
the traditional KF method in the case of DVL outage.
On the one hand, the real-time de-noising method pro-
posed in this paper can suppress the error of the INS
when the DVL outage. On the other hand, the real-time
de-noising method based on the improved AR model and
the MAA simultaneously improves the accuracy of the
INS/DVL integrated navigation system when the DVL data is
valid.
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TABLE 6. Velocity errors analysis results with DVL outages.

FIGURE 24. (a) Curves of the north and east position errors with DVL
outages and (b) curve of horizontal position errors with DVL outages.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
KF has been widely used as a common method in the
INS/DVL integrated navigation system. Based on this,
a hybrid approach is proposed in this paper. On the one
hand, a real-time de-noising method is introduced for gyro
signal. On the other hand, a error compensation method is
proposed to compensate DVL velocity errors due to swing of
the vehicle. The simulations and vehicle experiments show
that the proposed approach has higher navigation accuracy
than the KF method, and the following three contributions
are obtained:

1. The DVL error compensation method based on MAA is
proposed under complex motion conditions.

2. An modified RLS algorithm is designed for AR model
parameters.

3. The real-time de-noising method based on the improved
AR model is introduced to improve the INS navigation accu-
racy, especially under long-term working conditions.
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